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Introduction
Documents are used in computerized office environ ments to store a variety of information. This infor mation is often difficult to utilize because: • outdated documents are deleted
• new documents are added 
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• copies of existing documents are made (to be stored elsewhere)
• documents are relocated, either directly or indirectlv (by copying to another location and later deleting the original). keyword-based system ud yet achieve the perfor mance levels of a more sophisticated system. This is enabled by the heuristics that effectively manage the uncertainties associated with plausible search sequences.
In the environment considered here, each user owns a set of documents; each document is de scribed by a few keywords. When a user issues a request for documents with a specific property (set of keywords), the system conducts a search of each set of documents and arranges the returned subsets from the most relevant to the least relevant.
With n users systemwide, there will be n returned • the reliability of this evidence is 1.0 (the maximum) 2. update the certainty factor that Brown associates with Smith's documents on 'compilers'
• the degree of support is 1.0
• the reliability of this evidence is 0.1 (Brown ass umes that Smith may acquire new documents on 'compilers' that may be relevant to him) 3 Managing Uncertainty
Constraints
It is argued that the uncertainty management calcu lus should be able to take into account the following: 4. Saturation Characteristics-when the ini tial certainty factor for a metaknowledge el ement is high, additional confirmatory evi dence will not change (increase ) it substan tially. However, if the evidence were to be con tradictory, the change (decrease) in confidence factor would be high under the same initial con dition. The situation is exactly reversed when the initial certainty factor is low.
Proposed Calculus
The uncertainty management calculus presented here has all these features and is based on two func tions that map the curr ent certainty factor to a new one (Figure 1 intuitively appealing constraints may be used to prune the space of candidate functions:
• f1 must decrease monotonicall y
• f!! must increase monotonically
for all O<z< 1
• there is an upper bound on the new certainty factor when the most recent evidence contra dicts the implied proposition
• there is a lower bound on the new certainty factor when the most recent evidence confirms the implied proposition.
The set of functions f1 and /I shown in Figure 1 satisfies all these constraints.
When a keyword-based retrieval is executed, the revised certainty factor is given by:
where z is the original certainty factor, q is the relia It is important to note that this framework al lows some leeway in tuning the calculus for trad ing off noise immunity against fast response times.
Also, for a given calculus, two degrees of freedom (reliability of evidence and degree of support) are available for tuning each heuristic.
Results and Future Research
Some results of a system simulation are shown in The heuristics and the calculus are clOHly inter twined 10 that an independent analysis of either one requires extensive experqnentation. Other compet ing uncertainty management calculi for dynamic en vironments need to be investigated.
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